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Chapter 1: Introduction
"Controls over nuclear and radioactive materials remainfragmentary and uncertain in
many states where terrorist groups operate, often with popular support. And the list of
incidents demonstrating terrorist interest in unleashing nuclear mayhem is growing more
frightening by the
month.'"
(Potter and Ferguson 2004)
In this time of increasing terrorism, one of the primary concerns is the occurrence of a
radiological attack. Big cities have a higher risk of facing such an attack and in the
United States, New York City is a major target. New York City has an approximate
population of 9 to 10 million people, and if any such attack should occur, then about 1
million people can be expected to require radiological screening (based on a comparison
with Goiania, Brazil - NCRP 2001). Of these people, some will require further medical
attention due to serious injury or heavy contamination. An unexpected radiological attack
can place a strain on the emergency and medical resources available. Coupled with the
way New York City is structured, addressing the consequences of such an attack may
produce nearly insurmountable obstacles without a plan and adequate preparation.
In a time ofhigh terrorism, no chances should be taken regarding precautions and safety.
A radiological attack is of great concern because of recent events, such as 9/11, and the
casualties involved. Hoping that nothing bad happens to us is not enough. Being prepared
with a strategy for an extreme situation is important. Set measures and protocols for a
post attack situation can reduce unwanted panic among the victims. With panic reduced,
immediate medical care can be provided to seriously injured individuals and more lives
can be saved.
TrainedMedical Personal:
Trained medical personnel are a very important factor in preparing for a radiological
attack. These personnel must know radiation basics such as the types of radiation and the
consequences ofbeing exposed to them. Medical personnel must be prepared in advance
to deal with frightened victims and panic situations, and they should be able to control a
given circumstance and organize it in a manner most efficient to administer to each
victim's needs.
Communication:
Recently, a lot of attention has been given to emergency communication. Howwill
people respond to a terrorism situation? "The timely and effective flow of information
between agencies and the public is vital for facilitating and encouraging appropriate
protective actions, reducing rumors and fear, maintaining public trust and confidence, and
reducing morbidity and
mortality."
(Becker 2004) Medical personnel should be trained
to communicate during an emergency situation in order to be able to reach out to the
public effectively.
The Pre-EventMessage Development Project, as Becker describes it, concentrates on
developing risk messages in advance to help public health authorities to communicate
during an emergency situation a little more easily. The first step undertaken during this
project was to gather up a general account ofpeople's current knowledge, attitudes, and
beliefs regarding weapons ofmass destruction (WMD). In order to better understand the
people and their needs during a terrorist attack, areas of research included the following:
information that people would want to know during an attack.
who they would want to know the information from.
effective methods of conveying the information.
Having gathered all the required information, risk messages have been developed in
advance to best suit any questions from civilians during a terrorist attack.
In order to maintain effective communication we also require a plan to make use of
during a radiological emergency. For instance, the 2001 anthrax attacks were a surprise
and the unknown dangers associated with it caused concern among people. Emergency
situations coupled with frightened civilians and a lack ofprotocols can result in
inefficient response and can cause a delay in medical assistance given to injured victims.
Existing RelatedDatabases:
The Radiation Effects Research Foundation has created one such database to study the
effects of radiation in the victims of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bombings.
"Careful analysis of the accurately recorded cancer incidence and mortality data for the
large study population is contributing fundamental risk information for radiation
protection standards
worldwide."
(RERF 2005) The purpose of epidemiological and
radiobiological studies is to track any health changes over time and to promote the well
being of the survivors. However, this database is different from the database described
herein because it was created after the attack and the data collected was from survivors
who volunteered to be part of the study.
The U.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries is another database related to the interest
of this project. The U.S. Department ofEnergy is responsible for this database, which is
"a valuable resource of data, radioanalytical capabilities, and research
materials."
(USTUR 2005) The Registries consists of two sub-databases, the National Human
Radiobiology Tissue Repository and the National Radiobiology Archive of tissues from
animal studies. Any donated tissue samples and histopathology slides are stored and
made available to researchers. The focus here is on the distribution of radioactive
elements in tissues, which can provide information about the quantity of radioactive
material in the body, retention time, and the dosage received.
The motive behind the Registries is to keep a check on occupational radiation protection
standards. This is important because the information gathered from occupationally
exposed individuals significantly contribute to the understanding of radioactive health
effects. Having an idea ofwhat health effects to expect from any exposure to radiation, is
a big step toward the preparation for any radioactive emergencies.
Even with all the resources and research currently available, it is not enough to fit the
immediate needs following a radiological attack. As ofnow, there is no repository
designed to record every victim's personal and medical information. Vital information
includes information such that listed in Table 1.1.
Personal Information Medical Information
Name Screening data
Social Security number Open wounds
Address Prior health problems
Phone number Personal Physician
Emergency Contact Additional medical information ifnecessary
Table 1.1: Personal and medical information that is required from each victim of the radiological
attack.
In order to be well equipped for any sort of radiological emergency situation, the goal of
this project is to come up with a layout of procedures and protocols for mass screening. It
will also contain an epidemiological database to hold personal and health information of
all those screened. A brief idea ofwhat is best suited for a radiological emergency is
provided below.
Mass Screening Procedures:
In the event of any radiological attack, the severely injured must be given immediate
medical attention. The remaining uninjured victims will wait at survey stations set up at
specific locations. These locations will be decided upon before hand. The victims will
undergo a screening process that will help determine their level of contamination, and
whether further medical attention is required. According to Karam and Skuse (2004), if
we assume that one million people are contaminated and resources permit establishing
100 survey stations, each station will
have 10,000 people to survey. If 1 5 seconds is spent
screening each victim and filling out their data, over 40 hours will be required to process
everyone. In order to provide everyone with medical care as soon as possible, the amount
of time taken to screen each person should be less than 15 seconds.
Data Collection:
One option suggested in theMass Screening proposal by Karam and Skuse (2004) is to
provide each person with a card containing fields such as name, address, age, social
security number, date and time of screening, dose of radiation (3 counts: head,
nose/mouth, back/chest). The least time consuming way of data collection will be
selected from the following three options:
1 . Data entry onto the cards manually by the victims while waiting in line for
screening.
2. Provide each person two cards with a pre-printed bar code. After
screening, the results will be printed out in a second bar code. One of the
cards will be dropped off at the screening location.
3. The same as the second method, except that instead ofbar codes, magnetic
strips will be used.
It is important that all individuals who are not in need of immediate medical attention go
through the screening process before any medical support is provided. The screening will
allow medical assistants to provide faster support to victims who really need the attention
by reducing unnecessary time spent on people who are well.
Further MedicalAttention:
If the dose received is medically insignificant, medical personnel need to be able to
distinguish between radiological and immediate medical needs. For victims requiring
further medical care, additional health information is required such as:
Radiation sickness symptoms and time of appearance
Complete blood count CBC (initial and follow-up)
Nasal swab counts, and oral swab counts
Whole-body survey
Presence of radiation burns (to determine radiation injury)
Urine samples (to check kidney function and for excreted radioactivity)
"It is key to collect the right data; too much data collection will slow down the survey
and release process while too little data collection can lead to faulty decision-making".
(Karam and Skuse 2004)
Epidemiological database:
Each victim's data will be entered into an epidemiological database, which will contain
personal and health data and will be used for follow up studies.
The database was implemented using MySQL, a popular database management system.
MySQL was used because of its low cost, simplicity, speed, scalability and reliability.
The database can hold up to one million records, with about sixty fields each. The
database was tested with test data generated from DataFactory, "a powerful data
generator that allows developers and QA personnel to easily populate test databases with
millions of rows ofmeaningful, syntactically correct test data with just a few clicks of the
mouse."
(Quest Software)
There are data entry screens for the easy and accurate submission of data which allow
any inexperienced user to quickly learn how to use it in case of a radiological emergency.
The database schema consists of the fields shown in table 1.2.
Field(s) Description
Date and time of screening To track time since exposure
Victim's name, social security
number, and date ofbirth
To identify victim
Victim's home address and
telephone number(s)
To contact victim
Victim's work address Optional contact information
Geographical location of screening Screening data
Geographical location of exposure Screening data
Radiation Exposure As measured at the screening facility, including
cpm measured on nasal, oral & whole body survey
Emergency Contact Name and contact information for next ofkin
Name and contact information for
personal physician
Contact for further studies ofvictim
Occupation In order to assess the risk ofwork-related radiation
exposure or other relevant safety issues
Additional medical information:
Visible indications of radiation
sickness including radiation burns
Indication of radiation injury
Prior and current health problems Will assist doctors in further treatment of victim
Any chronic health problems Will help doctors decide on what kind of treatment
is best suited for the victim
Individuals with whom victims has
had contact since exposure
To check to see if contamination has spread to other
individuals
Clinical data, when available,
including complete blood count
(CBC) and levels of excreted
radioactivity in urine
For victims requiring further medical attention
Table 1.2: List of fields included in the radiation effects epidemiological database.
The fields are divided into categories such as personal data, personal contact data,
physician data, emergency contact data, screening & medical data, and occupation data.
Current Radiological Preparedness Necessities:
The issue here is whether we are prepared with the right resources in case such an attack
should occur. Do we currently have trained personal, medical assistance to handle
contaminated and injured victims, the right medical software designed to meet immediate
needs, and some type of protocol to follow? Apart from having a protocol to organize and
provide medical and other assistance effectively, there needs to be a way to store every
victim's personal and medical information. One option is a database that can be used to




"Over the lastfew decades, there have been several events worldwide that involved the
potential or actual dispersal ofradioactive materials. These events make it clear that
issues involving radiation and radioactive materials must be addressed inproper
emergency response plansprepared to address terrorist threats.
"
(NCRP Report No. 138, 2001)
Radiological terrorism consists of two types: the use of a radiological device, and attacks
on nuclear facilities (CNS 2004). Both cause radioactive contamination and serious
health risks, and may even lead to death ifnot provided with immediate medical support.
There are two sub-categories of radiological terrorism using a radiological device, active
and passive. The passive method includes the use of a radiation-emitting device (RED),
which, when placed in populated areas, will expose many people to intense radiation. The
active method would be to use a radiological dispersal device (RDD), which scatters
radioactive material over a large area.
A "dirty
bomb"
is a type ofRDD that consists of radioactive materials wrapped in
conventional explosives and leaves considerable radioactive contamination. These
explosive weapons may cause intense health damage initially in the immediate area of the
blast but are used primarily to produce psychological rather than physical harm by
inducing panic and terror in the target population (OSHA 2004).
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Following the events of September 11, 2001, there have been other tragic events. Table
2.1 lists past terrorism related events, some ofwhich are radiation related and remain as
current threats.
Date Place Event
1997 Russia Chechen terrorists set, but did not explode, bomb with
Cs-137 in aMoscow park
June, 2002 US Jose Padilla arrested for alleged "dirty
bomb"
plot
Oct, 2002 Bali Bombings at 2 nightclubs, killing about 202 people.
Dec, 2002 Ecuador Theft and ransom of 5 industrial indium sources, 3
sources returned, 2 unaccounted for
Dec, 2002 Nigeria Theft ofwell-logging Cs-137 source, found in
Germany in Sept, 2003
May, 2003 Tbilisi,
Georgia




Police arrest man attempting to sell Cs-137 for over
$200,000
March, 2004 Madrid Coordinated set ofbombings against train system in
Madrid, killing 192 and wounding 2,050 people.
Table 2.1: Terrorism related events over the past few years. (Karam, 2005)
One of the noted current threats is the improperly stored radioactive materials at the
Grozny Chemical Factory, run by the Chechen Oil and Chemical Industry. There are
rising fears that terrorists could use the waste to make dirty-bombs (BBC 2005). This has
only heightened the sense of alarm in the United
States. In addition, there are a number of
nuclear facilities in the U.S. which pose relatively easy targets for terrorists.
"In the United States, radioactive waste is located at more than 70 commercial nuclear
power sites, in 3 1 states. . .A terrorist attack on a commercial nuclear power plant with a
commercial jet or heavy munitions could have a similar affect to a radiological bomb,
and cause far greater
casualties"
(Blair 2001). In such an instance, the power plant can be
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the source of radiological material and the plane can be the explosive mechanism that can
cause widespread lethal contamination. The consequences of an attack like this could be
very severe. The arrest of nineteen individuals in August 2003 for conspiring to destroy a
nuclear power plant on the shore ofLake Ontario was definitely a reminder ofhow our
own nuclear facilities can be used against us (Potter & Ferguson 2004).
There have been other events where thieves have stolen radioactive materials, making it
easier for terrorist to have access to them. In Ecuador in December 2002, five radioactive
sources were stolen and were held for ransom. Only three were returned after the ransom
was paid, leaving two most likely on the black market. Another radioactive source stolen
inNigeria was found inWestern Europe. One of the most dangerous cases was the theft
of the "Russian
batteries"
in 2003, three of the world's most potent radioactive sources
(Potter & Ferguson, 2004). Russian batteries are radioisotopic thermoelectric generators
(RTGs) that have been used to power remote lighthouses (Steve 2005) However, these
batteries contain strontium-90 that remains dangerous for decades or centuries and binds
readily with human bones (Nuclear Shorts 2002).
Incidents like these show that there is a possibility of a radiological attack with an
amount of radioactive material potentially available. If attention is not paid to the
likelihood of a radiological attack, we might suffer the consequences of not being
prepared for the worst case scenario. "The worst-case calculation for an explosion in
downtown Manhattan during noontime: more than 2,000 deaths and many thousands
more suffering from radiation poisoning. Treatment of
those exposed would be greatly
13
hampered by inadequate medical facilities and
training"
(Blair 2001). It is very important
that protocols are designed to deal with the after math of a dirty bomb. Medical facilities
should be prepared in case of an emergency.
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Chapter 3: Fundamentals ofRadiation Biology
". . .there is a decided lack ofknowledge among medical staff about the effects of




Medical staff should understand the basics of radiation and radioactivity. This will
definitely speed up the process of victim examination and assistance during a radiological
emergency. Radiation basics consists of information such as the different types of
radiation, their short term and long term effects on the human body, and what type of
immediate medical attention is required.
Radiation Basics
Radiation is energy that is in transit, in the form ofparticles or electromagnetic waves.
Radiation is used in everyday life such as in microwaves used to cook food, waves for
radio and television and many other items.
Radioactivity is a natural process during which the unstable atoms of an element emit or
radiate excess energy in the form ofparticles or waves. These spontaneous emissions are
known as ionizing radiations.
Ionization is a radiation phenomenon that takes place when radioactive elements decay.
The radiation emitted is ofhigh energy and can remove tightly bound electrons from the
atoms of any materials they interact with, which is why ionizing radiation is hazardous to
health. This process also enables us to measure and detect the presence of radiation.
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Non-ionizing radiation is radiation that cannot remove tightly bound electrons from
atoms. Microwaves and visible light are some examples of non-ionizing radiation.
Radioactive material is material that contains radioactive atoms.
Radioactive contamination is when radioactive material spreads over an area, object or
person, and has to be cleaned up or decontaminated.
Dose is used as a measure ofhowmuch energy is deposited in an area of some material
from ionizing radiation. Radiation dose is commonly expressed in units ofRAD.
(The Health Physics Society-UM 2005)
Types of ionizing radiation
There are three main types of radiation that can be found from natural radiation sources
or man-made sources. Medical personnel should be prepared to deal with these types of
radiation. Each type of radiation has been described in further detail below:
Alpha Radiation
Alpha particles are emitted from the nucleus of an atom and are basically helium nuclei,
which causes them to be the most massive kind of radiation. They can cause significant
damage to any living cells encountered but can only penetrate a few micrometers. A sheet
ofpaper or human skin can shield alpha particles. For example, alpha radiation cannot
pass through the dead cells of the epidermis to irradiate the living cells beneath.
However, if alpha particles are inhaled, ingested or enter through open wounds, they can
be very harmful. Any objects or individuals exposed to
alpha radiation can become
contaminated but not radioactive.
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Beta Radiation
Beta particles are electrons and are lighter than alpha particles. They do not contain as
much as energy either, which is why they are not as damaging. However, unlike alpha
particles they can pass through tissue for up to a centimeter. They need more than just
human skin to be stopped, a thicker shield such as wood is needed. If they do enter the
body through ingestion, then beta particles might be absorbed by bones and can cause
damage just like alpha particles. Ifobjects or individuals are exposed to beta radiation
they can become contaminated but not radioactive.
Gamma Radiation
Gamma rays are energetic photons and are the most penetrating of the three types of
radiation. They can penetrate the whole body just like X-rays, but as far as damage is
concerned, they cause less than alpha radiation and about the same as beta radiation. In
order to shield the body against gamma rays, at least a thick concrete wall is required.
Any objects or individuals exposed to gamma radiation or gamma-emitting
contamination can become contaminated but not radioactive. (Karam 2003)
Radiation Exposure
"Radiation is all around us. It is naturally present in our environment and has been since
the birth of this
planet."
(U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission)
Background radiation varies from location to location. For example, people living in
Colorado experience more natural radiation than people in other parts of the United
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States because of its higher altitude. Natural radiation is present almost everywhere, and
we are exposed to it through the air we breath because of the presence of radon from the
earth's crust. There is radioactivity present in rocks, soil and even our bodies. An
individual in the United States is exposed to an average of about 300 millirem ofnatural
radiation annually. (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission) Artificial sources of radiation
are used for medical, commercial and industrial activities and add another 60 mrem/yr of
radiation. In total, individuals in the United States receive a dosage of approximately 360
mrem/yr, and there are no known cases of ill effects with this much background radiation.
This radiation exposure does not have any dangerous health effects because of the
presence ofDNA damage repair mechanisms in the body. (Karam 2003)
However, an excessive dose of radiation can cause severe health effects. There are three
possible outcomes from exposure to radiation: (1) damaged cells can repair themselves,
thereby removing any traces of injury; (2) affected cells could die just like other normal
cells that are being replaced every day; or (3) damaged cells could go through a repair
mechanism incorrectly causing amutation.
Radiation exposure is of two kinds, acute and chronic. In addition, there are two different
modes of exposure, radiation and radioactive contamination, explained in the 'Radiation
Basics'
section above. Treatment for each type and mode of exposure is different and
medical personnel need to be able to determine what is best for the victim.
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Acute radiation syndrome (ARS) occurs when an individual's whole body or parts of it is
exposed to high levels of radiation in a short amount of time. This can be lethal but with
immediate medical treatment, it is not always life threatening. Survivors of the Hiroshima
and Nagasaki atomic bombs in the 1940s, and surviving workers from the Chernobyl
Nuclear Power Plant accident in 1986, have showed signs ofARS. Even in medical
treatments, if the radiation is penetrating and was received in a short time period, the
patient can display symptoms ofARS. Sunburn is an example ofmild acute radiation
exposure. Complete healing of the skin however, can take a few weeks to a few years
depending on the radiation dosage received.
An exposure of a few hundred rem causes a skin condition known as erythema that is
characterized by blisters and peels. The skin damage starts to show within a few hours of
exposure. Some of the first symptoms ofARS include nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. If
patients display symptoms within 30 minutes of radiation exposure, there is a good
possibility that a lethal dosage was received. This condition can last from a few hours to
months.
A victim's chance of survival with ARS decreases when the dosage of radiation received
is high. People that do not recover die within months of exposure because of the
destruction of the bone marrow, which results in infections and internal bleeding.
Survivors usually take up to 2 years to recover with
adequate medical support. (Karam &
CDC)
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Syndrome Radiation Dosage Health Effects
Prodromal Syn. 1 00 rem or over ->Fever, fatigue, nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea.
Hematopoietic Syn. 300 - 800 rem -> Precursor cells are sterilized or killed




1 ,000 rem or over -> Dividing crypt cells are sterilized
-> Loss of cells from the villi
-> Bloody diarrhea, circulatory collapse
and damage throughout intestinal tract.
-> Death within 3-10 days of exposure.
Cerebrovascular
Syn
10,000 rem -> Damage to central nervous system
-> Symptoms of all other radiation
syndromes
-> Death within hours to a few days
Table 3.1 : Types of acute radiation syndromes and possible health effects of each syndrome.
(Karam 2003)
Chronic Exposure is an exposure to lower levels of radiation over a prolonged period of
time. Everyone is exposed to low levels ofbackground radiation and show no signs of ill
effects. Low level radiation is used in cancer treatment, X-rays and other areas. However,
long-term exposure increases the risk of cancer later on. Effects of low level radiation
above background radiation do not show right away and it takes time to know
potential
harm. Chronic exposure health effects are still in question. One solution to this
problem is
an epidemiological database that can keep track of radiation victims whose information
can be used in the future to provide the right medical treatment.
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Chapter 4: Medical Information Confidentiality
Working with personal medical information always raises questions about confidentiality.
Will the information stay secure with the medical care provider or will it be sold to other
interested organizations? Issues related to the protection of an individual's personal
information has lead to the birth of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996 (HIPAA). HIPAA is a federal law that provides individuals with rights over
personal health information, and sets rules and limits on who can look at and receive this
information. In a way, this keeps a check on three main groups:
doctors, hospitals, clinics, nurses and other health care providers.
health insurance companies and employer group health plans.
government programs such asMedicare and Medicaid that pay for health care.
Protected information includes:
Any information put on the medical record by doctors, nurses or other medical
care providers.
Any conversations a doctor has regarding an individual's health care or treatment
with other medical personnel.
Medical information in a health insurer's computer system.
Billing information ofpatients at any clinic.
Health information held by those who must follow the law.
Health related information can be shared for health related reasons with approval from
the individual. However, it cannot be shared with the patient's employer, or used for
marketing or advertising purposes.
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Medical Confidentiality Status during an Emergency:
The privacy ofmedical records or any health information collected needs to be
maintained at all times. If a radiological attack does occur, every victim whose
information is being collected should be provided with a notice explaining how their
health information will be used and shared, and how they can exercise their rights. They
will also be required to authorize the collection of their personal and health information
through a signature. This procedure helps protect the individual's personal and health
information from being misused.
Proposed data collection methods:
Manual data entry: Each victim will be given an ID card where he/she can enter
his/ her name, age, address, social security number, emergency contact
information and personal physician information. The victim will fill out this
information while waiting in line to be screened. During their turn, every victim
will hand in this data card and additional medical information will be recorded.
Simultaneously, another medical assistant will be entering every victim's personal
and medical information into the proposed epidemiological database. After all the
information is entered, the data cards can be destroyed by shredding or archived
in a secure confidential safe in order to maintain data privacy.
Pre-printed bar codes: The victim will wait in line for his/her turn to be screened
by trained personnel. Victim personal and medical information will be entered
into the epidemiological database and then will be printed out in the form ofbar
codes on a card. Two of these cards will be printed out, one to save at the
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screening station and one for the victim to leave with. The victim can at a later
time go see his/her personal physician and give them this card with all their
information. The physician will require a bar-code scanner in order to read this
information. All cards saved at the screening stations will be archived in a secure
confidentiality safe, the victims are responsible for the card they leave with.
Magnetic stripes: The protocol followed will be the same as with the bar codes
except that instead ofbar codes, the information will be saved on cards with
magnetic stripes and the physician will need a magnetic stripe reader instead.
Only registered medical personnel will be allowed to attend to each victim who is
provided with medical care. All medical personnel will go through background




A database is simply a large collection of information stored in an organized manner in a
computer. Data can be stored, processed and managed in a database through a Database
Management System (DBMS). It is through a DBMS that a database can be created.
Today, databases are used by almost everyone and one can choose the type ofdatabase
that best suites his or her needs. These include flat-file databases, relational databases,
object-oriented databases, network databases and various others. Flat-file and relational
databases are the most commonly used.
A flat file system includes files that are stored in the computer in plain text format and
can be accessed whenever necessary by the user, much like word documents. There are
advantages to using flat files including low cost, platform independency, and simplicity.
However, disadvantages to using this database system outweigh its use for this project,
and are explained below:
Low reliability and Integrity: Large amounts of information can go beyond the
server's capacity and a lack of resource can cause file corruption. For example, if
constant updates are made and the database holds about 50,000 records, file
corruption is almost inevitable.
Low security: There are no restrictions on who can view text files which can be
easily opened at any time by anyone.
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Limited Data Structuring: Records are stored as lines of text, and this does not
allow the flexibility of creating relationships between data across other flat files.
Difficult to integrate with other programs: A flat file created for use by one
program cannot be used by other programs because they need to conform to the
structure of the flat file. (VERIO 2006)
RelationalDatabases:
A relational database is created based on the relationships between data items. Data is
organized into rows (records) and columns (fields or attributes) that form logically
connected tables. The relational model provides a flexible database structure without
being hard-coded into the application's programming language. Complex relationships
can be defined between tables without any issues faced with earlier models such as
network databases that used a parent-child hierarchical database structure.
In order to build a successful database, relationships need to be well defined. The first
step for this is to pick a primary key. A key is a specific column in a table where each
data element contained in it is unique. Each record in a table, which is represented by the
row, can be identified through its unique key. This
unique key that helps identify every
record is known as the primary key. For example, in the
proposed epidemiological
database, the primary key in the personal physician table is the first
name and the last
name of the victim's personal physician.
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The primary key can consist of a single column, such as a social security number, or a
combination of columns, such as a first name and last name in the personal physician
table, to derive a more unique value. There are certain requirements that a primary key
needs to fulfill and are as follows:
it cannot be empty and assigned a null value.
it cannot contain information that could change. It has to be a constant value.
it must be unique. No two rows in the primary key column can contain the same
value.
Another important key in defining relationships is the foreign key. It is another unique
column apart from the primary key in a table, which represents the relationship
established with another table where it is the primary key. Table 5.1 and 5.2 provide
simple examples of tables and how they can be connected in a relational database. In this
case Table 5.1 contains information about students and the courses they are registered in.
Table 5.2 contains information about all the courses being offered. The unique primary
key in Table 5.1 is Student_ID and is CourselD in Table 5.2. The two tables are
connected through the foreign key in Table 5.1, which is CourselD. The presence of a
foreign key ensures referential integrity. In this case, for every student record, a course
ID needs to be present because the Student_Data table references the Course_Information
table. In addition, the presence of a foreign key allows the user to enter course IDs in the
Student_Data table of only those courses that are present
in the Course_Information







Student ID First Name Last Name Course ID
843-45-1223 Kevin Smith MathlOl
656-23-3214 Jason Lee EnglishlOO
234-32-1245 Diane Smith English100
252-13-1355 Jessica Carter History090
623-23-2535 Chris Sawyer MathlOl










EnglishlOO Brian Gately bfg2345(a),rit.edu
History090 Steve Andrew sga5253(5),rit.edu
MathlOl Caroline Smith ces3435(3),rit.edu
Table 5.2: The Courselnformation table contains information regarding courses offered and
professors teaching them.
A foreign key also makes it easier to perform updates and deletions. For example,
deleting a course in the Course_Information table will automatically delete any students
registered for that specific course, unless specified otherwise. This way the user does not
have to go in and delete manually every student registered for a course not being taught.
Updates can be done just as easily, where any information changed for a specific course
ID does not affect any of the student records. For example,
if the professor teaching
EnglishlOO changes, all that is required is to go in and change the information
in the
Coursejnformation table for that specific record. The Student_Data table does not even
have to be touched for such an update.
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Relational databases are the most widely used because they resolve problems involved
with flat file databases and are a lot more powerful and efficient. Some advantages of
using a relational database are as follows:
Structure Query Language (SQL) - Is used to request information from the
database through the creation of reusable operations and queries, which are stored
in the database server as "stored procedures". This allows the user to execute the
procedures without compiling them, since they have already been translated into
machine language.
It can efficiently handle increasing amounts of data unlike flat files.
It is highly secure with security features such as passwords that can be assigned
and users who can be restricted to specific data.
It is reliable where more than one person can access the database at the same time
without corrupting the files. This is possible because the database records are
locked when one user is accessing the data, thereby preventing any interference
when the same records are accessed by another user.
Optimized Performance - Hardware platform architecture which include parallel
processing or clustered environments, where more than
one computer is used to
process information, can be used to enhance performance.
Additional support - There are various tools that can be used to simplify database
management. MySQL-Front is one such tool that provides a user friendly
interface to make it easier for any user using MySQL to create and manage
databases.
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Relational databases have only a few disadvantages.
Complexity - In order to manage a relational database, one needs to be highly
proficient in SQL, relational database management system concepts, and
security.
Expensive - Relational databases for the most part require users to purchase
software licenses, a good amount of server resources, and a good database
administrator to manage the whole system. (VERIO 2006)
Other Databases:
Hierarchical Databases are different from the databases described above, in that they use
a tree structure and series of links to go through different record types (tables). Each tree
must contain a single root (parent record type). This is a parent-child relationship, where
a pointer moves from higher to lower levels in the structure. Navigating through complex
hierarchies is challenging. For example, see Figure 5.1, where the root is Course and
branching out from it are two record types, Teacher and Student. In this case if a user
wants to jump from a student record to a teacher record, he or she has to pass through the
connecting course record first. This becomes an issue with complex trees.
Course
Teacher Student
Figure 5.1 : Simple hierarchical structure showing parent-child relationship, where Course is the
root record type.
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Another problem with a hierarchical structure is unnecessary duplication in the database.
If a student enrolls in more than one course, his or her information will be stored again
under the other course. For every course in which the student registers, the student
information will be duplicated and stored that many times. This is not an efficient way of
using available resources.
Updates, addition and deletion of relationships are not as easy in hierarchical structures.
Once the database is created, it becomes almost inflexible, and making changes is not a
convenient option. (The UK Web Design Company)
NetworkDatabases came into use to resolve problems found with hierarchical databases.
It allowed more than one parent relationship for a record, so child records can have





Figure 5.2: Simple network of five record types, where Class
shares two parents, Course and
Campus.
Even though network databases overcome certain issues
with earlier hierarchical
databases, navigating through complex tree structures
remains a challenge. (The UKWeb
Design Company)
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ObjectDatabases are databases where the information stored is represented in the form
of objects. An object can be manipulated using only the methods (functions) defined for
the class that the object belongs to. Objects are organized into a hierarchical system of
supertypes and subtypes, where the subtypes inherit functions of their supertypes. In
addition, objects can reference other objects, allowing users to use a navigational style of
programming which combines both network and hierarchical models, to access data.
Unlike relational databases that can retrieve whatever you want without navigation,
object databases use pointers and paths to move through data records.
Users tend to pick object databases over relational database for two main reasons:
Complex data becomes hard to manage in a relational database.
Object-oriented programming languages such as C++ and Java are used in
application software that manipulates data in databases. The code required to
translate data between the tables of a relational database and the representation of
the data in the application programs becomes "tedious to write, and
time-
consuming to execute". (Wikipedia, Object database)
There are however some drawbacks to using object databases:
Pointer based navigation is ideal for specific queries. Unlike relational databases,
any general-purpose searches can take a while to
process.
Interoperability with many tools and features is an issue. SQL, however allows
this, thereby making relational databases more flexible.
Unlike relational databases, their query support is weak because of the lack of a
formal mathematical foundation. (Wikipedia, Object database)
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Chapter 6: Building the Epidemiological Database
While designing databases, one of the most important steps is picking the right type of
database to work with. The epidemiological database required for this thesis project
needs to be flexible, scalable, and user friendly. Looking at some of the options listed in
the previous chapter, a relational database appears to be a good choice for the project.
Why a Relational Database?
There are many different relational database management systems (RDBMS) to choose
from. These include Oracle, Microsoft Access, MySQL, PostgreSQL and more. The
DBMS picked for this project is MySQL.
A relational database was picked because of its flexibility and the ability to conduct
specific and general purpose queries. In addition, SQL is a simple language that is
comparatively easy to understand and use. Some important features that make MySQL a
good choice are:
Scalability: Proofof this characteristic can be seen by its implementation in
organizations such as Yahoo!, Google, NASA and many others. "MySQL product
documentation, some of the databases used by MySQL AB, the company that
created MySQL, contain 50 million records, and some MySQL users report that
their databases contain 60,000 tables and 5 billion
rows."
(Sheldon and Moes
2005) This capacity is good because the epidemiological database of this project
is required to hold at least 1 million records.
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Portability: MySQL is not limited to a specific operating system and can run on
UNIX, Linux, Windows, QS/2, Solaris, and MacOS. It is not limited to a specific
architecture either, which can range from low-end PCs to high-end mainframes.
Connectivity: It can be accessed from anywhere on the Internet and multiple users
can use aMySQL database at the same time. Application programming interfaces
(APIs) are provided to help connect applications in languages such as C, C++,
Perl, PHP, and Java.
Security: Data access can be controlled onMySQL. It contains a powerful system
that uses a host- and user-based structure and conditions controlling access to
specific information and the level of access to that information can be met. It also
allows encrypted connections through the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol.
Speed: "The amount of time it takes aMySQL database to respond to a request




Easy to Use: Installation and implementation are simple compared to other
RDBMS products, MySQL is easy to optimize.
Open-source Technology: This is one of its most distinctive features compared to
RDBMSs such as Oracle and DB2. TheMySQL source code is made available to
everyone byMySQL AB. Open-source code is open globally for anyone
interested in being part of its review, testing, and code development. "By allowing
the open exchange of information, programmers from all over the world





One of the most attractive features, the reason MySQL was picked for this
project, is that it is free. Unlike other RDBMS such as Oracle, MySQLs open
source nature promotes its free access.
What is SQL?
"A database-specific language that has become the definitive language of relational
databases and that, as a result, has seen widespread implementation and usage, regardless
ofproducts, platforms, or operating system
environments."
(Sheldon and Moes 2005)
Structured Query Language (SQL) is currently used as a standard language for relational
database management. SQL works with a RDBMS to define the structure of a database,
input and store data in that database, interact and retrieve data, control data access, and
ensure data integrity. MySQL is not the only RDBMS that implements SQL, but some
form of SQL is used by almost all RDBMSs. The main purpose of SQL is to help
RDBMSs interact with the data contained in the relational database.
Other Software Programs Used:
MySQL is sufficient to create the proposed epidemiological database necessary for a
radiological emergency. However, the database by itself is not user friendly and medical
personnel who are not familiar with the SQL language will find it hard to use the
database. This challenge can be overcome with an interface that will allow any approved
personnel to use the database without having to know SQL basics.
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A web interface is the best option for the database so that it can accessed from anywhere
without requiring the database software to be installed locally. It also cuts down the cost
involved in making copies of the database by putting it on the web. This complete
package of a working database with an easy web based user interface can be made with
the following software tools: HTML, Apache, PHP, and MySQL.
HypertextMarkup Language (HTML) is a markup language that is used to create World
Wide Web pages. It is very easy to use and create web interfaces with. HTML is used to
provide a structure for the information to be displayed such as headings, paragraphs, lists
and various other options to define the appearance and semantics of a document
(Wikipedia HTML).
Apache acts as a web server, where it parses any file requested by a browser and displays
the results according to the code within that file. It is flexible and powerful and
can be
used to host a web-site for pretty much anything, to test pages before uploading them to a
secure server, for the general public, or for a company-wide intranet. (Naramore 2005)
PHP, which stands for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor, is flexible and very easy
to learn
with minimal background programming experience. It is "a server-side scripting
language that allows yourWeb site to be truly
dynamic."
(Naramore, 2005) PHP is
basically responsible for carrying out queries from the user,
through the web interface, to
the database holding the actual data. All transactions, basic
and complex, are processed
through PHP scripts.
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Chapter 7: Database Implementation Design & Code
Database creation involves a stepwise process. Before implementing a database, the first
step is to come up with a design for the database. Keeping in mind that the type of
database being created here is a relational database, the design is going to consist of the
following:
The number of required tables
The number and data types of all the fields or attributes in every table
The maximum size of each data field
Defined relationships between tables
The Radiation Effects EpidemiologicalDatabase Schema:
The database is just a set of tables, with a field for every piece of required information.
All of this, including the field types and their size can be seen in the following set of
tables, where each table is as it is in the database.
Medical
Field Description TyPe Max. Size
MedicallD Unique medical ID Integer - autoincrement 11
Fname First Name Varchar 20
Lname Last Name Varchar 20
SSN Social Security Number Varchar 11
Table 7.1 : This table contains all registered medical personnel who have access to the database,
who will be provided with a unique access ID. PRIMARY KEY (MedicallD)
ScreeningLocation
Field Description Type Max. Size
ScreenLocID Unique screening location ID Integer
- auto_increment 11
LocName Location Name Varchar 100
Address Location Address Text N/A
City Location City Varchar 18
State Location State Varchar 2
Zip Location Zip Varchar 10
Table 7.2: This table contains information on all the decided screening locations and each
location will be assigned a unique ID. PRIMARY KEY (ScreenLocID)
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EmergencyContact
Field Description Type Max. Size
ContactID Unique contact ID Integer -auto increment 11
Fname Contact's first name Varchar 20
Lname Contact's last name Varchar 20
Address Contact's Address Text N/A
City City Varchar 18
State State Varchar 2
Zip Zip Varchar 10
Phone Contact's phone number Varchar 30
PRIMARY KEY (ContactID)
Physician
Field Description Type Max. Size
PhysID Unique physician ID Integer -auto increment 11
Fname Physician's first name Varchar 20
Lname Physician's last name Varchar 20
Address Physician's Address Text N/A
City City Varchar 18
State State Varchar 2
Zip Zip Varchar 10
Phone Physician's phone number Varchar 30
Table 7.4: This table contains the personal physician's information provided by each victim.
PRIMARY KEY (PhysID)
Victim
Field Description Type Max. Size
VictimID Unique victim ID Integer - autoincrement 11
PhysID Physician ID Integer 11
ContactID Emergency Contact ID Integer 11
Status Active or Inactive Record Varchar 10
StatusDetails Only if inactive Varchar 30
Fname Victim's first name Varchar 20
Initial Victim's middle initial Varchar 1
Lname Victim's last name Varchar 20
SSN Social SecurityNumber Varchar 11
Gender Victim's gender Varchar 6
DOB Date ofBirth Date N/A
Table 7.5: This table contains the personal physician's information provided by eac i victim.
PRIMARY KEY (VictimID), FOREIGN KEY (PhysID) REFERENCES Physician, FOREIGN






























Table 7.6: Since there could be more than one victim from the same family and with the same
contact information, a separate table was made during normalization.
PRIMARY KEY (AddressID)
VictimAddress
Field Description Type Max. Size
VictimID Victim ID Integer 11
AddressID Address ID Integer 11
StartDate Date moved in Date N/A
EndDate Date moved out Date N/A
Table 7.7: This table connects the victim and address tables. This intermediate table allows
multiple victims to have multiple addresses. PRIMARY KEY (VictimID, AddressID), FOREIGN
KEY (VictimID) REFERENCES Victim, FOREIGN KEY (AddressID) REFERENCES Address
Occupation
Field Description Type Max. Size
BusinessID Unique occupation ID Integer - autoincrement 11
Name Name of company/ org. Varchar 40
Position Victim's position Varchar 40
Address Address Text N/A
City City Varchar 18
State State Varchar 2
Zip Zip Varchar 10
Phone Company's phone number Varchar 30
Table 7.8: Since there could be more than one victim working at the same place, a separate table
was made during normalization. PRIMARY KEY (BusinessID)
VictimOccupation
Field Description Type Max. Size
VictimID Victim ID Integer 11
BusinessID Address ID Integer 11
StartDate First day ofwork Date N/A
EndDate Last day ofwork Date N/A
Table 7.9: This table connects the victim and occupation tables. This intermediate table allows
multiple victims to have multiple occupations. It also allows multiple individuals to have the
same occupation. PRIMARY KEY (VictimID, BusinessID), FOREIGN KEY (VictimID)
REFERENCES Victim, FOREIGN KEY (BusinessID) REFERENCES Occupation
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ScreeningData
Field Description Type Max. Size
VictimID Victim ID Integer 11
MedicallD Medical personnel screened by Integer 11
ScreenLocID Location screened at Integer 11
ExposedStamp Date & time exposed at Timestamp N/A
ScreeningStamp Date & time screened at Timestamp N/A
WoundDetails Any visible wounds - details Text N/A
RespiratoryDetails Text N/A
IngestionDetails Eat or drink in the area? Text N/A
NasalCPM Counts per minute near the nose Text N/A
OralCPM Counts per minute near the mouth Text N/A
BodyCPM Whole body count per minute Text N/A
CBC Blood Count Text N/A
UrineSample Urine sample description Text N/A
Burns Any burns or injury? Text N/A
HealthProblems Prior health problems Text N/A
Address Exposure Address Text N/A
City Exposure City Varchar 18
State Exposure State Varchar 2
Zip Exposure Zip Varchar 10 1
Table 7.10: This table contains the victim's medical information. The victim can have more than
one medical record which, can be tracked with the ScreeningStamp.
PRIMARY KEY (VictimID, ScreeningStamp), FOREIGN KEY (VictimID) REFERENCES























Table 7.11: This table contains information of individuals that the victim came into contact
after
exposure. PRIMARY KEY (VcontactID)
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VictimRadContact
Field Description Type Max. Size
VictimID Victim ID Integer 11
VcontactID Radiation contact's ID Integer 11
TimeStamp Date & Time of contact Timestamp N/A
Address Exposure Address Text N/A
City Exposure City Varchar 18
State Exposure State Varchar 2
Zip Exposure Zip Varchar 10
Table 7.12: This table connects the Victim and RadContact tables. This intermediate table allows
information storage ofmultiple individuals that the victim came into contact with after exposure.
It also allows multiple victims for the same individual.
PRIMARY KEY (VictimID, VcontactID), FOREIGN KEY (VictimID) REFERENCES Victim,
FOREIGN KEY (VcontactID) REFERENCES RadContact
There are twelve tables in the database and this has come about through normalization.
Normalization is the process of efficiently organizing data in a database. There are two
main goals for this:
Eliminate redundant data, where the same data will not be stored twice in the
database (Chappie 2006). For example, more than one victim can have the same
personal physician. If this possibility is not taken into consideration,
then there
could be many records with the same
physician's information repeated over and
over again, thereby wasting space. In a normalized database,
the information is
divided out as much as possible to eliminate redundancy. In this case, the
physician information is stored in a separate table from the victim's
information.
This allows more than one victim to refer to the same
physician by using the
PhysID as a foreign key.
Ensure data dependencies make complete sense (Chappie
2006). All relationships
between tables need to be defined properly. In such an environment, any
updates
can be made easily without causing data
inconsistencies. For example, if the
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relationship between the physician and victim tables is well defined, then any
changes in the physician's address or phone number can be made easily in the
physician table, without affecting the victim table. When the victim's information
is pulled up in the future, the change in physician information will be reflected.
This is possible because of the well defined relationship between both tables.
Relationships:
Three types of relationships can exist between tables in a relational database:
One-to-one (1-to-l) relationship, where on each side of the relationship only
one record can exist. This type of relationship is quite rare and is not used in
our database of interest.
One-to-many (1-to-M) relationship, where there is one record on one side of
the relationship one or more on the other side. For example, a victim can have
more than one screening record but a screening record can only have one
victim.
Many-to-many (M-to-M) relationship, where there could be many records on
either side of the relationship. For example, a victim can have more than one
address, and more than one victim can have the same contact information.
This can happen with victims from the same family, such as a husband and his
wife, who could later on move to another address.
Figure 7.1 provides a complete design of the database with defined relationships between




























































































Figure 7. 1 : Radiation Effects Epidemiological Database Design. Primary keys are located at the
top of each table, with a line separating them from the rest of the fields. Foreign keys have an
abbreviation FK right next to them.
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Table Name 1 Relationship Table Name 2
Medical 1-to-M Victim
ScreeningLocation 1-to-M ScreeningData






Table 7.13: Relationships created between each table to norma ize the database.
Database implementation code:
With the database design complete, the only thing left is to create the actual database.
The script has been created inMySQL, version 5.0 for aWindows platform and version
4.0 for a UNIX platform, and managed with a web interface tool phpMyAdmin, version
5. 1 .2. This acts as a front-end to the database, and allows the user to view the data, runs
SQL commands, exports and backups the structure and data stored in the
MySQL
database (SourceForge.net phpMyAdmin).
If a user wanted to access the above database through aMySQL
command line, the name
of the database is RadiationEffectsEpidemiologicalDatabase.
In order to use the above database through aMySQL command line, the
user would have
to know how to useMySQL and create SQL queries
as required. During an emergency
situation, typing MySQL queries is not only
time consuming, but also requires enough
database training to come up with the
right SQL commands. This would not work well
when there is not a lot of time available and panic is
at its highest peak. This can be
avoided by using a web interface that can
act as a mask to the database, carrying queries








add New Screening Location
In order to get select the Add/Update/View Victim Information option, the user requires a
medical personnel ID and a screening location ID. This allows only registered personnel
to access the database. The necessary IDs can be created by selecting the other two
options.





While adding a new victim, there are some pieces of information that are absolutely
required, and are listed in Table 7.14.
The update and view options are almost the same as the add option, except that here the
user has to search for the victim of interest. They can choose to search by name or by
victim ID number. With updates, only some information such as home address, physician
information, or emergency contact information can be changed. Old medical information
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can not be updated, but a new medical record can be made for the victim. The individual
can also add more than one home address, occupation, and other people he/she cam into
contact with after exposure.
The view option is used to just view all the information the victim has on record. No
changes can be made while viewing information.
Table Name Required Fields
Medical All fields present











ScreeningData ExposedStamp, ScreeningStamp, Address
RadContact* Fname, Lname
VictimRadContact None
Table 7.14: Information in every table is required unless marked with a *, where the user
can skip that piece of information. If
he/she chooses to enter information into tables
marked with a *, then the required fields are the ones listed.
The web interface by itself cannot connect to the database and process all of the
transactions described above. This is where PHP comes in and provides a way of
connecting the MySQL database to
the HTML web interface.
Information Transactions:
The transaction scripts are written in PHP, and each script includes comments that
explain what is going on. Unlike a Windows environment,
the scripts are case sensitive in
UNIX. (Refer to the Appendices section for the scripts.
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Chapter 8: Future Developments
The proposed database is just a prototype for an actual radiation effects epidemiological
database. The demo created for this project can be further developed to work efficiently,
taking into consideration time and human factors during an emergency situation.
Reduce data redundancy:
The database has gone through the process ofnormalization and the division ofdata is
quite efficient. However, the current transactions scripts are not making full use of the
database design. For example, the relationship between the physician and victim tables is
one-to-many, so a physician can be connected to more than one victim. The purpose of
this type of relationship is to avoid redundancy. So if two victims have the same
physician, both victim tables could refer to that physician using the PhysID. This is not
the case right now, and if there is more than one victim with the same physician,
duplicate physician records are being created. This will not have that much of an effect
on the amount of space used as long as there is ample of it available, but it is better to
avoid this type ofdata handling since time is an issue here and it can reduce the amount
of time spent on typing in information already present in the database. Some ways of
modifying this are as follows:
Create a search option right next to the input boxes to allow the user to check
whether the same physician is already in the system. If there already is a record
present then the victim could use the same physician record, and this would
prevent the same information from being duplicated.
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Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax), which is a web development
technique that is used to make interactive web pages feel more responsive to the
user (Ajax, Wikipedia). Ajax allows small amounts of data to be exchanged with
the server behind the scenes, without having to reload the page every time data is
entered. For example, if the user starts to type in a physician who is already in the
system, Ajax immediately sends the physician name to the database server and
retrieves the appropriate record and displays it. This lets the user know that the
data is already present in the database and can avoid creating a duplicate record.
This is a better way of avoiding duplicate records because it cuts down the time
required to search for a physician, as suggested above.
Other transactions scripts that can be modified are concerning the EmergencyContact,
Address, Occupation, and RadContact tables. Currently, they have the same problem of
redundancy and this can be eliminated with the use ofAjax.
One other tiny change that could be made to normalize the data even more is by taking
the city, state and zip code attributes and putting them into one table, 'Citylnformation'.
A unique identifier could be given to every different city that can be used to refer back to
the Citylnformation table. This can reduce the amount of storage space a little bit more.
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Human Factor Consideration:
The database demo has a large number ofweb pages, and requiring that a user go through
every single one of these web pages during an emergency situation is not the best idea. In
the radiation effects database, adding a new victim is the most time.sensitive because it
would occur at the site of the emergency situation. The update and view options are for
later on use and are not as time sensitive. While adding a victim, there is a webpage for
victim information and after it is filled out the user is taken to another web page to enter
the medical information, and so on. Time is being used up while waiting for all these web
pages to load, enter the required data, submit the data, and wait while it processes. One
way of avoiding this would be to have all the information on one web
page. JavaScript
could be used to allow the user to easily tab through the whole webpage section by
section, like a drop down that expands on to the next section, instead ofwasting time
scrolling down every few seconds.
Having all the information on the same web page has
another advantage, prevention of
browser reload errors. In the current demo, when a user enters any information and hits
submit, a record is created at that moment and
then goes on to the next webpage. If the
user decides to replace some of the information just entered and goes
back to that
previous webpage and enters the information over again, a
new record is created. A
single web page with tabs to continue entering
information and with only one submit at
the end, allows the user to enter all
the information at one time and if necessary basically
"scroll
up"
using the tab to change any
of the information just entered, and continue
without having any page reload related problems.
With one submit at the bottom of the
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page, all the information can be entered into the database at one time instead ofbreaking
it up.
Data Entry Check:
There is a very small restriction on the data entered by the user, and that is the data size.
The user cannot exceed the assigned maximum size for every field in the database.
Currently, there is no code present to check whether the information entered is correct.
For example, if a user enters letters instead ofnumbers for the social security field, no
error will be reported. In order to implement this type of check on all the fields, regular
expressions can be used with PHP, which is a special text string for describing a search
pattern. Regular expressions can be created to look for specific formats of integers or
characters, and can be inserted into the code to check to see whether the user entered data
according to the defined criteria. This will greatly limit the user errors involved while
entering data.
ErrorMessages:
Any data submitted incorrectly, or if required fields are not filled out, the webpage
reloads and an error message is displayed. During an emergency situation this form of
error alert takes time because of the page reload. A good way of improving this and
preventing the webpage from reloading is by having pop up boxes every time an error
needs to be displayed. Then there could be an OK button following the errormessage that




As ofnow, there is no restriction on who can access the database. The only condition
present is that amedical access ID and a screening location ID are required to be able to
use the database. In order to maintain a confidential and secure system, approved users
need to be provided with passwords. A database administrator, who has access to all the
information in the database, could be in charge of creating the ID and password for select
personnel. Depending on the user, medical personnel or physician, access can be
controlled to only certain information in order to maintain confidentiality.
Other Possible Changes/Options:
The demo currently has only three main options for the user: add, update and view victim
information. This can be modified, and more options can be added that could better fit
epidemiological studies. For example, there could be an option to view all victims who
have received serious injury, and this would pull up all records that have something
entered in the WoundDetails field. The interface can be customized to whatever the user
wants and all it would require is a few PHP transaction scripts.
Changes could be made to the web interface to make it more easy to use. The web
interface can be customized according to the users needs.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion
Due to past terrorism events some ofwhich are RDD related, increasing concerns have
led to many radiological preparedness projects. However, none of them included an
actual database that could hold up to a million victim records.
The main component of this project is the epidemiological database that could be used
during any radiological emergency situation to store victim personal and medical
information. This could be used to keep track ofvictims, their health, and radiation
effects on their health over a period of time.
The complete database package created in this project includes aMySQL database, a web
interface, and PHP scripts to connect the database and interface and allow transactions
between the two. This prototype can be further developed depending on who the user is
and what information he/she wants to include in it.
With this completed project and the epidemiological database prototype, we have moved
a step ahead in radiological preparedness.
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Appendix I Database Implementation Code
MySQL Version 5.0
Database Name: RadiationEffectsEpidemiologicalDatabase


















) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl AUTO_INCREMENT=58 ;






















) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl
AUTO_INCREMENT=9 ;
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varchar( 1 1 ) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY ('MedicallD')
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl AUTO_INCREMENT=26 ;






















) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl AUTO_INCREMENT=28 ;






















) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl AUT0_INCREMENT=19 ;
~ Table structure for table 'radcontacf
CREATE TABLE 'radcontacf (
'VcontactID'








) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl AUTO INCREMENT=5












timestamp NOTNULL default CURRENTTIMESTAMP,
'ScreeningStamp'



































) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;
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) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl AUTO_INCREMENT=14 ;





int(l 1) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'Status'














































) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;













PRIMARY KEY ('VictimID', 'BusinessID'),
KEY 'FK_victimoccupation_r ('BusinessID')
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;























) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl ;
~ Constraints for dumped tables



























FOREIGN KEY ('PhysID') REFERENCES
'physician'
('PhysID') ON DELETE SET NULL ON UPDATE SETNULL,
ADD CONSTRAINT
'FK_victim_2'
FOREIGN KEY ('ContactID') REFERENCES
'emergencycontact'






















































varchar(18) NOT NULL default ",
'State'
char(2) NOT NULL default ",
'Zip'
varchar(lO) NOTNULL default ",
'Phone'
varchar(30) NOT NULL default ",
PRIMARY KEY ('AddressID')
) TYPE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=61 ;





int(l 1) NOT NULL autoincrement,
'Fname'
varchar(20) NOT NULL default ",
'Lname'




varchar(18) NOT NULL default ",
'State'
char(2) NOT NULL default ",
'Zip'
varchar(lO) NOT NULL default ",
'Phone'
varchar(30) NOT NULL default ",
PRIMARY KEY ('ContactID')
) TYPE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=l 1 ;
61






int(l 1) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'Fname'
varchar(20) NOTNULL default ",
'Lname'
varchar(20) NOT NULL default "',
'SSN'
varchar(l 1) NOT NULL default ",
PRIMARY KEY ('MedicallD')
) TYPE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=27 ;






int(l 1) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'Name'
varchar(40) NOT NULL default ",
'Position'




varchar(18) NOT NULL default ",
'State'
char(2) NOTNULL default ",
'Zip'
varchar(lO) NOT NULL default ",
'Phone'
varchar(20) NOTNULL default ",
PRIMARY KEY ('BusinessID')
) TYPE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=3 1 ;






int(l 1) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'Fname'
varchar(20) NOT NULL default ",
'Lname'




varchar(18) NOT NULL default ",
'State'




varchar(lO) NOT NULL default ",
'Phone'
varchar(30) NOTNULL default ",
PRIMARY KEY ('PhysID')
) TYPE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=21 ;
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- Table structure for table 'radcontacf
CREATE TABLE 'radcontacf (
'VcontactID'
int(l 1) NOT NULL autojncrement,
'Fname'
varchar(20) NOT NULL default ",
'Lname'
varchar(20) NOT NULL default
'Phone'










int(l 1) NOTNULL default '0',
'MedicallD'
int(l 1) NOTNULL default '0',
'ScreenLocID'



























varchar(18) NOT NULL default ",
'State'
char(2) NOT NULL default ",
'Zip'
















int(l 1) NOTNULL autoincrement,
'LocName'




varchar(18) NOT NULL default ",
'State'
char(2) NOT NULL default ",
'Zip'
varchar(lO) NOT NULL default ",
PRIMARY KEY ('ScreenLocID')
) TYPE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=15 ;






int(l 1) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'Status'








varchar(20) NOTNULL default ",
'Initial'
char(l) NOT NULL default ",
'Lname'
varchar(20) NOT NULL default ",
'SSN'
varchar(l 1) NOT NULL default ",
'Gender'
varchar(6) NOT NULL default ",
'DOB'








) TYPE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=8 ;
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int(l 1) NOT NULL default '0',
'AddressID'
















int(l 1) NOTNULL default '0',
'BusinessID'






KEY 'FK_victimoccupation V ('BusinessID')
) TYPE=InnoDB;






int(l 1) NOT NULL default '0',
'VcontactID'










char(2) NOTNULL default ",
'Zip'














FOREIGN KEY ('PhysID') REFERENCES
'physician'
('PhysID') ON DELETE SET NULL ON UPDATE SET NULL,
ADD CONSTRAINT
'FK_victim_2'
FOREIGN KEY ('ContactID') REFERENCES
'emergencycontact'
('ContactID') ON DELETE SET NULL ON UPDATE SET NULL;









































Appendix II Home Page
File Name: main_options.html
<html>
<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>User Options</title>
<! This is the script for the homepage where the main options are displayed ->
<center><h2>Welcome to the Radiation Effects Epidemiological Database </h2>
</center>




href="add_up_view.html">Add/Update/View Victim Information</a> </div><br>
<div style='padding-left: 5em'><a href="add_medical.html">Add Medical
Personnel</a> </div> <br>
<div style='padding-left: 5em'><a href="add_screening.html">Add New Screening
Location</a> </div><br>






Appendix III Medical Personnel Registration
File Name: add_medical.html
<html>
<head><basefont face = 'Arial'></head>
<title>AddMedical Personnel</title>
<bodybackground="canvasgold.jpg">
<!This is the page where a trained medical personnel
create'
s an access ID to the
epidemiological database ->
<div style='padding-left: 3em'><h3>Please enter the following information to create an
access ID to the database.</h3></div>




method ='POST'> <!If all the required data is




















































<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<!This is where the medical personnel information gets entered into the database and a





//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input
//check if a value has been entered for every required field.
If (trim($_POST['fname'])= ") {
die('<b>ERROR: Please enter the first name</b>');
}
if (trim($_POST['lname'])= ") {





die('<b>ERROR: Please enter the social security number</b>');
}






// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
// Insert medical personnel information into the database
$query
= "INSERT IGNORE INTO Medical (fname, lname, ssn)".
"VALUES ('{$_POST['fname']}', '{$_POST['lname']}',
'{$_POST['ssn']}')";





// Prints out a success message after all user input has been accepted
echo
"<b>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;Medical personnel has been successfully added to the system. </b>";






padding-left: 5em'><a href="main_options.html">Home Page</a></div>
<br>














<head><basefont face = 'Ariar></head>
<title>Add Screening location</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<! This is the script for the webpage where the user can enter screening location
information to create a screening location ID ->












































































File Name: add screenJransact.php
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<html>
<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">





//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input
//check if a value has been entered for every required field.
If (trim($_POST[ioc_name'])= ") {
die('<b>ERROR: Please enter the location name</b>');
if (trim($_POST['address'])= ") {
die('<b>ERROR: Please enter the location address</b>');
}
if (trim($_POST['city'])= ") {
die('<b>ERROR: Please enter the city</b>');
}
if (trim($_POST['state'])= ") {





die('<b>ERROR: Please enter the zip</b>');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQL_USER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
// Insert medical personnel information into the database
$query










// Prints out a success message after all user input has been accepted
echo
"<b>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;The screening location has been successfully added to the database. </b>";






















<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Victim Information Access</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<! This is the script for the webpage where the user is required to enter his/her access
ID and the screening location ID in order to access the database ->
<div style='padding-left: 3em'xh3>Note: Only registered medical personnel have















































































































































File Name: addvictim emergencycontact.php
<?php
session_startO;
//The physician information is added in this transaction script
if (isset($_POST['submif ])) {
//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input








die('ERROR: Please enter the last name');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
mnm ,,CDDnD
$connection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQL_USER, SQL_PASS)
or die( ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or
die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
Sauery = "INSERT INTO Physician(Fname, Lname,







Sresult = mysql_query($query) or










<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Add Emergency Contact Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">




































































































//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input








die('ERROR: Please enter the last name');
}






// open database connection
Sconnection =mysql_connect(SQLHOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR:
Unable to select database!');
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$query






Sresult = mysql_query($query) or
die('









<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Add Personal Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<! This is the script for the webpage where the user enters the victim's personal
information. ->






















































































//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input


















die('<b>ERROR: Please enter the gender</b>');
}







// open database connection
$connection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQLPASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here












else $c_id = $_SESSION["c_id"];
$query
= "INSERT INTO Victim(PhysID, ContactID, Fname, Initial, Lname, SSN,
Gender, DOB)".













<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Add Victim's Contact Information</title>
<bodybackground="canvasgold.jpg">




















































































//Victim address information is entered into the database with this php script
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if (isset($_POST['submif ])) {
//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input




die('<b>ERROR: Please enter the address</b>');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLUSER, SQLPASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
Squery
= "INSERT INTO Address(Address, City, State, Zip, Phone)".
"VALUES ("'.$_POST['address']."', "'.$_POST['city'].'",
"'.$_POST['state']."',"'.$_POST['zip']."',"'.$_POST['homephone']."')";














else {$end_add = ""'.$_POST['end_add'].'"";}
Squery
= "INSERT INTO VictimAddress(VictimID, AddressID, StartDate, EndDate)".
"VALUES ('".$victim_id."', '".$address_id."', ".$start_add.",
".$end_add.")";
Sresult = mysql_query($query) or die('<b>ERROR: Data







<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Add Victim's Exposure Information</title>
<bodybackground="canvasgold.jpg">
<! This is the script for the webpage where the user enters screening and medical
information ->













































































































































































//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input














die('ERROR: Please enter the date & time screened');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or





$query = "INSERT IGNORE INTO ScreeningDatafVictimlD, MedicallD,
ScreenLocID, ExposedStamp, ScreeningStamp, WoundDetails, RespiratoryDetails
IngestionDetails, NasalCPM, OralCPM, BodyCPM, CBC, UrineSample, Burns,
HealthProblems, Address, City, State,Zip)".
"VALUES (".$victim_id.", ".$med_id.", ".$screen_id.",
"'.$_POST['datetime_expo'].'",'".$_POST['datetime_screen'].'",















<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Add Victim's Exposure Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<! This is the script for the webpage where the user enters information of the































































































//Individuals who came into contact with victim after radiation exposure are entered into
the database with this php script.
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If (isset($_POST['submif])) {
//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input
//check if a value has been entered for every required field.
If (trim($_POST['rad_fname'])= ") {
die('ERROR: Please enter the first name');
}
if (trim($_POST['rad_lname'])= ") {
die('ERROR: Please enter the last name');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLUSER, SQLPASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
Squery
= "INSERT INTO RadContact(Fname, Lname, Phone)".
"VALUES ("'.$_POST['rad_fname']."\ "'.$_POST['rad_lname']."',
"'.$_POST['rad_phone'].'")";








else {$rad_datetime = ""'.$_POST['rad_datetime'].'"";}
Squery
= "INSERT INTO VictimRadContactfVictimID, VcontactID, TimeStamp,
Address, City, State, Zip)".
"VALUES (".$victim_id.", ".$rad_id.", ".$rad_datetime.",
"'.$_POST['rad_add'].'",'".$_POST['rad_city']."', "'.$_POST['rad_state'].'",
"'.$_POST['rad_zip'].'")";







<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Add Personal Information</title>
<bodybackground="canvasgold.jpg">
<! This is the script for the webpage where the user can enter the victim's occupation
information ->























































































































//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input




die('ERROR: Please enter the position');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
$connection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or
die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
$query
= "INSERT INTO Occupation(Name, Position, Address, City, State, Zip,
Phone)".
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"VALUES ("\$_POST['company']."\ '".$ POST['position'].'"





if($_POST['start'] = ") {Sstartdate = 'null';}
else {Sstartdate = "'".$_POST['starf]."'"}
if($_POST['end']= ") {Send = 'null';}
'
else {Send = ""'.$_POST['end'].""';}
Squery
= "INSERT INTO VictimOccupation(VictimID, BusinessID, StartDate
EndDate)".











<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title> Complete Adding Victim </title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<div style='padding-left: 3em'xh4> Victim information has been successfully entered
into the database. </h4></div>
<br>
<div style='padding-left: 5em'><a href="main_options.html">Home
Page</ax/div><br>





Appendix VII Update Victim
File Name: choose_updateoption.html
<html>
<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<! This is the script for the webpage where the user is allowed two ways of searching
for a victim. ->
<title>Update Victim Information</title>
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<! He/she can search by name, first name & last name ->
<div style='padding-left: 3em'Xh3>Choose from the following options to update victim
information:</h3> </div>







































<! He/she can search by Victim ID ->







































//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input











die('ERROR: Please enter last name');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or
die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or













//check to see whether a victim exists for the
entered victim ID
Scheck = "SELECT
* FROM Victim WHERE Fname
= '".$_POST[ fname ]. AND
Lname = "'.$_POST[iname']."'";
Sresult = mysql query(Scheck); . .
if (mysql_num_rows($result)
= 0) { die("No victim has
been registered under this first































































//Victim record is pulled up here for updates
if (isset($_POST['submif])) {
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJUSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or
die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
//Pull out the specified individual record through victim
ID
Scheck = "SELECT





















<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Update Personal Information</title>
<bodybackground="canvasgold.jpg">
<! Victim's personal information is displayed here ->




































































































































//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input




die('ERROR: Please enter victim ID');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or
die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
//check to see whether a victim exists for the entered victim ID
Scheck = "SELECT


























<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Update Personal Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<! Once the correct victim record is pulled up using the script above, the victim's
personal information is displayed for any updates ->







































































<td><?php echo Sgender ?></td>
</tr>
<tr>















































//Victim personal information is updated with this script
$victim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];






// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQL_USER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
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// The database of interest is selected here




//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input
//check if a value has been entered for every required field.
//Update victim personal information.










Sresultl = mysql_query($checkl) or die("ERROR: Data not submitted correctly");
}
//pull out the physician record






// check to see if a physician record exists for this victim
if($p_id= NULL){











$p_fname = Srowl ->Fname;
Splname = Srowl ->Lname;
$p_add = Srowl ->Address;
$p_city
= Srowl ->City;
$p_state = Srowl ->State;
$p_zip
= Srowl ->Zip;

































































































































//The physician record is updated with this script
$victim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];
Spid = $_SESSION["phys_id"];
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQL_USER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or










die('ERROR: Please enter last name');
}
//Update victim physician information.
Squery






Sresult = mysql_query($query) or die('ERROR: Data not added to database');
$new_pid =mysql_insert_idO;
Squery 1




Sresult = mysqlquery(Squeryl) or die("ERROR: Unable to update information.");
}
else{
Scheck = "UPDATE Physician SET Fname= "'.$_POST['p_fname'].'", Lname =
"'.$_POST['p_lname'].'",Address=",.$_POST['p_add'].'",
City='".$_POST['p_city']."', State='".$_POST['p_state'].'",Zip=
"'.$_POST['p_zip'].'", Phone='".$_POST['p_phone'].'"WHERE PhysID =". $p_id;
Sresult = mysql_query($check) or die("ERROR: Unable to update information");
}
}
//pull out the emergency contact record





// check to see if a physician record exists for this victim
if($c_id=NULL){













$c_fname = Srowl ->Fname;
Sclname = Srowl ->Lname;
$c_add = Srowl ->Address;
$c_city
= Srowl ->City;
































































































































//Any emergency contact updates are entered into the database with this php script.
$victim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];
$c_id = $_SESSION["c_id"];





// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLUSER, SQLPASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here












die('ERROR: Please enter last name');
}
//Update victim emergency contact information.
If($c_id= ""){
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// If there is no emergency contact information previously present, then a new record is
created here.
Squery
= "INSERT INTO EmergencyContact(Fname, Lname, Address, City, State Zip
Phone)".




Sresult = mysqlquery(Squery) or die('ERROR: Data not added to database');
$new_cid = mysql_insert_id();
// If there is an emergency contact record already present, then the information is just
updated with the new information entered.




Sresult = mysql_query($queryl) or die("ERROR: Unable to update information.");
}
else{




"'.$_POST['c_zip'].'", Phone='".$_POST['c_phone'].'"WHERE ContactID =". $c_id;
Sresult =mysqlquery(Scheck) or die("ERROR: Unable to update information.") ;
}
}






<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Update Victim Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<! This script pulls up any personal contact information available on the
victim and

















//The while loop allows to go through & outputs all the addresses the person has lived
in. The information displayed here cannot be updated




Scheckl = "SELECT * FROM Address WHERE AddressID = '".$add_id."'"; //pull
out the address table which contains the rest of the Dnformation
Sresultl =mysql_query($checkl);
Srowl = mysql_fetch_object($resultl);
Sadd = Srowl ->Address;
$city
= Srowl ->City;
$state = Srowl ->State;
Szip
= Srowl ->Zip;











































Scount = Scount 1 ;
}
//This does the same thing as above in the while loop except that the information







Scheckl = "SELECT * FROM Address WHERE AddressID = '".$add_id."'"; //pull out
the address table which contains the rest of the [Information
Sresultl =mysql_query($checkl);
Srowl =mysql_fetch_object($resultl);
Sadd = Srowl ->Address;
Scity
= Srowl ->City;











































































































































/A^ictim address currently present in the database can be updated, or a new address can
be added with the script
$victim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];
$add_id = $_SESSION["add_id"];
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQL_USER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or







die('ERROR: Please enter the address');
}












else {$move_out = "'".$_POST['move_ouf ].'"";}
if($add_id= ""){
Squery
= "INSERT INTO Address(Address, City, State, Zip, Phone)".
"VALUES ("'.$_POST['address'].'", "'.$JPOST['city']
'"
"'.$_POST['state']."', "'.$_POST['zip'] "', "'.$_POST['phone']."')";
Sresult = mysql_query($query) or die('ERROR: Data not added to database');
Snewaddid = mysql_insert_id();
Squery 1
= "INSERT INTO VictimAddress(VictimID, AddressID, StartDate,
EndDate)".
"VALUES (".$victim_id.", ".$new_addid.", ".$move_in.",
",$move_out.")";
Sresultl = mysql_query($queryl) or die('ERROR: Data not added to database');
}
else{
Scheck = "UPDATE Address SET Address= "'.$_POST['address']."\ City
=
"'.$_POST['city'].'", State='".$_POST['state'].'", Zip= "'.$_POST['c_zip']."',
Phone='".$_POST['c_phone'].'"WHERE AddressID = ". Saddid;
Sresult = mysql_query($check) or die("ERROR: Unable to update information.");




AND AddressID =". $add_id;
Sresultl = mysql_query($checkl) or die("ERROR: Unable to update information.") ;
}
}






<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<body
background="canvasgold.jpg">


















//The while loop allows to go through & outputs all the jobs the person has listed.




Scheckl = "SELECT * FROM OccupationWHERE BusinessID = '".$occu_id."'";





Sposition = Srowl ->Position;
Sadd = Srowl ->Address;
$city
= Srowl ->City;
Sstate = Srowl ->State;
Szip
= Srowl ->Zip;





























































Scheckl = "SELECT * FROM Occupation WHERE BusinessID = '".$occu_id.






Sposition = Srowl ->Position;
Sadd = Srowl ->Address;
$city
= Srowl ->City;
Sstate = Srowl ->State;
Szip
= Srowl ->Zip;
























































































































































/A^ictim occupation information is updated with this script
$victim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];
$occu_id = $_SESSION["occu_id"];
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQL_USER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
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if (trim($_POST['position'])= ") {
die('ERROR: Please enter the position')-
}
//Update victim occupation information.
If($_POST['start_date']= ") {$start_date = 'null';}
else {$start_date = ""'.$_POST['start_date'].""';}
if($_POST['end_date']= ") {$end_date = 'null';}
else {$end_date = ""'.$_POST['end_date'].'"";}
if($occu_id= ""){
Squery






Sresult = mysql_query($query) or die('ERROR: Data not added to database');
$new_occuid =mysqlinsertidO;
Squeryl = "INSERT INTO VictimOccupationfVictimID, AddressID, StartDate,
EndDate)".
"VALUES (".$victim_id.", ".$new_occuid.", ".$start_date.",
".$end_date.")";
Sresultl = mysql_query($queryl) or die('ERROR: Data not added to database');
}
else{








WHERE BusinessID =". $occu_id;
Sresult = mysql_query($check) or die("ERROR: Unable to update information.") ;




AND BusinessID =". Soccujd;










<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Update Victim Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<! Victim medical information is displayed here & the user can add another medical
record for this victim ->


































//retrieving information of the medical personnel
who screened the victim
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Scheckl = "SELECT * FROM Medical WHERE MedicallD = '".$med_id."'";
Sresultl =mysql_query($checkl);
Srowl = mysql_fetch_object($resultl);
Smedfname = Srowl ->Fname;
$med_lname = Srowl ->Lname;
//retrieving information on the location the victim was screened at















<td>Medical Personnel Screened By:</td>



























































<td>Date & Time Screened</td>












<td><?php echo Sbody ?></td>
</tr>
</table>






























































<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
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<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<!This script allows user to enter in a new occupation for the victim ->
















































































































//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input




die('ERROR: Please enter the position');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or
die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
Squery


















if($_POST['end']= ") {Send = 'null';}
else {Send = ""'.$_POST['end']."'";}
Squery
= "INSERT INTO VictimOccupationfVictimlD, BusinessID, StartDate
EndDate)".






















= "right"> <a href="updatevictim_addressinfo.php">Continue










<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Add Victim's Exposure Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
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<! Victim medical information is displayed here ->









































































































































































//A new medical record can be added every time the victim is examined, and this is the




//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input














die('ERROR: Please enter the date & time screened');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or
die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or





= "INSERT IGNORE INTO ScreeningDatafVictimID, MedicallD,
ScreenLocID, ExposedStamp, ScreeningStamp, WoundDetails,
RespiratoryDetails,
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IngestionDetails, NasalCPM, OralCPM, BodyCPM, CBC, UrineSample Burns
HealthProblems, Address, City, State,Zip)".































= "right"> <a href="updatevictim_occupation.php">Continue







Enter another individual who came into contact with victim
File Name: updatevictim_enterradcontact.html
<html>
<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>Add Victim's Exposure Information</title>
<bodybackground="canvasgold.jpg">



















































































































//More individuals that came into contact with the victim after exposure are entered into




//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input









die('ERROR: Please enter the last name');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS)
or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB)
or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');





Sresult = mysql_query($query) or










Squery = "INSERT INTO VictimRadContactfVictimID, VcontactID, TimeStamp,
Address, City, State, Zip)".


























= "right"> <a href="updatevictim_radcontact.php">Continue














<! This is the last page in the update victim section where it takes the user back to the
home page or to update another victim ->
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<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<div style='padding-left: 5em'><b>End of update. </b><br></div>
<div
style='
padding-left: 5em'><b>Please select from the following options:
</b><br></div>
<br>
<div style='padding-left: 6em'><a href="main_options.html">Home Page</a>
<br></div>








<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<body
background="canvasgold.jpg">






<div style='padding-left: 3em'><h3>Choose from the following options to search
victim:</h3>
< ! He/she can choose to search by name, first name or last name ->


































<! Or they can search with a VictimID number ->







































//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input
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die('ERROR: Please enter last name');
}






// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
7>
<html>










//check to see whether a victim exists for the entered victim first name & last name
Scheck = "SELECT







0) { die("No victim has been registered under this first
name & last name."); }
else{
?>



























































Searchfor Victim by VictimID
File Name: searchbyID view.php
<?php
session_start();
//This script searches the database for the victim with the user entered victim ID
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if (isset($_POST['submif ])) {
//check for any errors that could have occurred during form input




die('ERROR: Please enter victim ID');
}
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLUSER, SQLPASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
//check to see whether a victim exists for the entered victim ID
























<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>View victim information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">































































/A/ictim record is pulled up here for viewing purposes.
If (isset($_POST['submif ])) {






// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
//Pull out the specified individual record through victim ID
Scheck = "SELECT




















<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>View Victim Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<! This is where the information is displayed -$
<div style='padding-left: 3em'xh4>Victim's Personal Information:</h4></div>





























































//Physician record is pulled up here for viewing
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLUSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
$victim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];
//pull up main victim record
Scheck = "SELECT




$p_id = Srow->PhysID; //pull out the physician ID here
if($p_id= NULL) { //check to see if a physician was listed for this
victim




* FROM PhysicianWHERE PhysID

















<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>View Victim Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">



























































//The emergency contact information is pulled up here for viewing
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to
select database!');
$victim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];
//pull up main victim record
Scheck = "SELECT







$c_id = "No emergency contact listed";
}
else{















<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>View Victim Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">
<! The emergency contact information is displayed here ->






















































IN'icivm. address information is pulled up here for viewing






// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQLPASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
$victim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];
Scheck = "SELECT











if (mysql_num_rows($result) == 0) {
echo "No address has been listed for victim.";
}
else{







Scheckl = "SELECT * FROM Address WHERE AddressID = '".$add_id."'"; //pull
out the address table which contains the rest of the Dnformation
Sresultl =mysql_query($checkl);
Srowl = mysql_fetch_object($resultl);
Sadd = Srowl ->Address;
Scity
= Srowl ->City;
Sstate = Srowl ->State;
Szip
= Srowl ->Zip;
Sphone = Srowl ->phone;
?>
<! Victim's personal contact information is displayed here ->
<div
style='


































































//The occupation record for the victim is pulled up here for viewing.
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLUSER, SQLPASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect! ');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
$victim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];









<! A list of all the jobs the victim has had & currently has is displayed here ->






echo "No occupation has been listed for victim.";
}
else{
//The while loop allows to go through & output all the jobs the
person has listed.





Scheckl = "SELECT * FROM OccupationWHERE BusinessID = '".Sjobid."'"; //pull





Sposition = Srowl ->Position;
Sadd = Srowl ->Address;
Scity
= Srowl ->City;
Sstate = Srowl ->State;
Szip
= Srowl ->Zip;













































































/A^ictim medical record is pulled up here for viewing
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQLJJSER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
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$victim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];





<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>View Victim Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">






echo "No medical information has been listed.";
}
else{































//retrieving information of the medical personnel who screened the victim






$med_fname = Srowl ->Fname;
$med_lname = Srowl ->Lname;
//retrieving information on the location the victim was screened at




























<td><?php echo Slocation ?></td>
</tr>
</table>








<td>Date & Time Exposed</td>



























<td>Date & Time Screened</td>












<td><?php echo Sbody ?></td>
</tr>
</table>































































//Information on individuals who came into contact with victim is pulled up here for
viewing
// configuration file included
include('config.php');
// open database connection
Sconnection = mysql_connect(SQL_HOST, SQL_USER, SQL_PASS) or die('ERROR:
Unable to connect!');
// The database of interest is selected here
mysql_select_db(SQL_DB) or die('ERROR: Unable to select database!');
Svictim_id = $_SESSION["victim_id"];




<head><basefont face = 'Arial'x/head>
<title>View Victim Information</title>
<body background="canvasgold.jpg">








No individuals who came in contact with victim have been listed.";
}
else{
//The while loop allows to go through & output all the inviduals the person came into
contact with.









Scheckl = "SELECT * FROM RadContact WHERE VcontactID = '".Scontactjd."'';




Sfname = Srowl ->Fname;
Slname = Srowl ->Lname:












































































Appendix IX - Figures & Tables
Table 1.1, Personal and medical information that is required from each victim
of the radiological attack.
Table 1
.2, List of fields included in the radiation effects epidemiological
database.
Table 2.1, Some RDD-related events over the past few years.
Table 3.1, Types of acute radiation syndromes and possible health effects of
each syndrome.
Table 5.1 and 5.2, Discussion on Primary Keys.
Figure 5.1, Simple hierarchical structure showing parent-child relationship,
where Course is the root record type.
Figure 5.2, Simple network of five record types, where Class shares two
parents, Course and Campus.
.Table 7.1-7.12, Tables in the database, the fields in every table, and
description of each field.
Figure 7.1, Radiation effects epidemiological database design.
Table 7.13, Relationships created between each table to normalize the
database.
Table 7.14, List of required fields in every table in the database.
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